
FLEXI & STUDENT BARTENDER
Nude brings the opulence of Levantine and Middle Eastern cuisine into a contemporary setting, featuring 

tantalizing traditional tajines, charcoal-grilled kebabs, a delightful array of mezzes showcasing the rich flavors of the 

Levant & a Middle Eastern take of classic cocktails. Beyond our delectable offerings, we hold hospitality and service 

in the highest regard. Our top priority is ensuring that every guest not only indulges in great and fresh food and 

drinks but also experiences the true essence of hospitality. If you are someone who genuinely cares about people 

and is committed to doing things right, you'll find a perfect fit in our highly motivated and diverse team.

JOB DESCRIPTION
You will host the bar or serve as a barback during the shift, welcoming customers and serving them 

excellent drinks. The bar in Nude is a central piece which houses a lot of customers. Therefore you are not 
only a bartender, but also a waiter who helps welcoming and hosting customers seated at the bar area.

YOUR MISSION
front of house

- help preparing the mise en place 
- welcoming people who are seated at the bar 

- giving menus and explaining the menu & concept 
- taking orders
- making drinks 
- serving drinks 

- making sure the bar is always clean and hygienic 
- general support for all front of house tasks

- helping giving our guests a good time 
- help with the clean up 

YOUR SKILLS
- minimum 6 months of any horeca experience required

- available 2 days per week (one day in the weekend minimum)
- you love to do the things the right way, have attention for details and love to improve your overall skill set

- you love working with people and teams 
- you want to make sure the clients are having the best possible time

- having a sense of prioritising is a great plus 
- you can handle the pressure of peak moments
- a sincere passion for food & drinks is a big plus 

OUR OFFER
- we want to be (that includes you!) the best in the hospitality industry: enjoy our free multitude of trainings 

- you take part in  a unique hospitality concept with a clear mission and vision
- teamwork & fostering a great atmosphere are part of our core values 

- competitive loan
- enjoy a 30% staff discount in all of our venues for you +1 

- take part in our team buildings
- have a meaningful job where your position really makes a difference 

CAN YOU FEEL IT TOO? 
Let’s get in touch via louis@kurkumamagroup.com by sending us your CV and introduction.  

Meanwhile please register by clicking here!

https://horeca.forganiser.be/register/nude

